Computer programs so far have not fared well in modeling language acquisition. For one thing, learning methodology applicable in general domains does not readily lend itself in the linguistic domain. For another, linguistic representation used by language processing systems is not geared to learning. We introduced a new linguistic representation, the Dynamic Hierarchical Phrasal Lexicon (DHPL) [Zernik88], to facilitate language acquisition. From this, a language learning model was implemented in the program RINA, which enhances its own lexical hierarchy by processing examples in context. We identified two tasks: First, how linguistic concepts are acquired from training examples and organized in a hierarchy; this task was discussed in previous papers [Zernik87]. Second, we show in this paper how a lexical hierarchy is used in predicting new linguistic concepts. Thus, a program does not stall even in the presence of a lexical unknown, and a hypothesis can be produced for covering that lexical gap.
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~TRODUCTION
Coping with unkowns is an integral part of human communication which has been ingnored by previous linguistic models [ Chomsky81, Bresnan82, Gazdar85] . Consider the following sentence produced by a second language speaker:
John suggested her to go out, but she refused.
This incorrect use of suggest could be viewed as a communication failure, since by text-book grammar suggest does not take this form of the infinitive. Alternatively, this can be viewed as a surprising success. In spite of missing lexical information, a person managed to convey a concept, rather than give up the communi.cation task altogether. Our aim here is to explain such robust human performance in computational terms, and consequently to describe the principles underlying the program RINA [Zernik85, Zernik86] which models language acquisition.
The Modelled Behavior
The problems arising from incomplete lexical knowledge are illustrated through the following scenario. In this scenario RINA encounters two unknown words plead*, and doove, and uses the word suggest whose lexical definition is incomplete. The word doove is also unknown. Here too, RINA can guess the main concept: Corinne decided not to come over. This hypothesis is not necessarily correct. However, it fits well the context and the structure of the sentence.
At this point, RINA must respond to the input text by generating a paraphrase which conveys its current hypothesis. Also in generation, RINA faces the problem of incomplete lexieal knowledge. In absence of specific knowledge regarding the use of suggest, RINA produced an incorrect sentence: he suggested her to come over, which albeit incorrect, is well understood by a human listener.
The Issues
The basic problem is this: how can any program parse a sentence when a lexical entry such as doove or plena is missing? And equivalently, how can a program use a lexical entry-suggest-which is not precisely specified? Throe knowledge sources must be negotiated in resolving this problem.
Syntax and Control: In Frank asked Corime to come over, the word a~k actually controls the analysis of the entire sentence [Bx'esnan82all, and detemfines the answer to the elementary question, who comes to whom? ~l~e embedd~ phrase to come over, which does not have an explicit subject obtains its subject fi'om the control matrix [Bresnan82a] of ask. Accordingly, Corinne is file subject of %oming over". On the other hand, in he pleaded her to come oyez, the controlliHg word plead, is yet unknown. In absence of a control matrix it is not clear how to interpret to come over. Itow can a program then, extract even partial information from text in such cinmmstances?
Lex~cal Clues: Although plend itself is unknown, ThE form of rite sentence X piended Y to come over, suggests that "X communicated to Y a concept regarding coming over". Three assumptions are implied: (a) #end is a communication act, (b) Y is the actor of "coming over", (c) "coming over" is only a hypothetical, future act (and not an act which took place in the past). How is this intuition, which facilitates the initial hypothesis for plead, encoded in the lexicon?
Contextual Clues: The hypothesis selected for doove above is a direct consequence of the context, which brings in a structure of plans and goals: (1) Corrine has an outstanding goal; (2) Frank suggests help. Given this background, the selected hypothesis is: (3) Corinne rejects the offer. This selection is problematic since doove could stand for other acts, e.g., she wanted to stay, she tried to stay, and she ~orgot to stay, etc. Thus, how does the context impact the selection of a hypothesis? Some of the: issues above can be handled by specific heuristic rules, custom tailored for each case. However, the challenge of this entire enterprise is to show how a unified mode! can employ its "normal" parsing mechanism in handling "exceptions".
The Hierarchical Lexicon
Humans pelceive objects in conceptual hierarchies [Rosch78, Fahlman79, Shapiro79, Schank82] . This is best illustrated by an example from peoples's communication. Consider the question: what is Jack? The answer Jack is a cat is satisfactory, provided the listener knows that a cat is a mammal and a mammal is an animate. The listener need not be provided with more general facts about Jack (e.g., Jack has four logs and a tail), since such information can be accessed by inheritance from the general classes subsuming a cat. In fact, for a person who dees not know that cats are mammals, an adequate description of Jack should be more extensive.
Hierarchical organization is essential in dynamic representation systems for three reasons: [KiparskyT1] . This is a hierarchy by generality where specific instances reside at file bottom, and general grammar rules reside at the top. Given this hierarchy, which turns out to be incomplete, RINA is capable of coping with a missing specific phrases by inheriting form general categories. 
7~7
Each node in this hierarchy, denoted for reference purposes by a mnemonic word, is actually a full-fledged lexical phrase-an association of a syntactic pattern with its conceptual meaning.
Specific Phrasal Entries: Two entries for ASK (PI and P2)
Consider the representation of the word ask as it appears in the sentence below:
(1) The meeting was long and tedious. So Frank asked to leave early.
pattern: X:person ask:verb Z:act concept:X communicated that act Z by X can achieve a goal G of X. (pattern (subject (instance X)) (verb (root ask) (comp (concept Z)) (concept (mtrans (actor X) (object (plan Z) (achieve (goal-of X)))))
The pattern of the phrase has three constituents: a subject X (Frank), the verb itself, and a complement Z (to leave early). In particular, the semantics of the phrase specify that X is the subject of the embedded act Z, a fact which is not explicit in the text. However, this specification fails in capturing further sentences, such as the following one.
(2) Frank asked the chairman to adjourn the meeting.
There are two discrepancies: (a) this sentence includes a direct object (the chairman), and (b) Frank is not the subject of the complement as prescribed in phrase Pl. Thus, a second phrase P2 is added on to account for sentences of this kind.
pattern: X:person ask:verb Y:person Z:act concept:X communicated to Y that act Z by Y can achieve goal G of X However, in order to cope with lexical unknowns, common properties shared by such phrases must be extracted and generalized.
Generalized Features
The phrases PI and P2 above can be abstracted in three ways: (a) along semantics of general equi rules, (b) along the semantics of the word ask, and (e), along semantics of general eommuniea-•tion verbs. When an unknown word is encountered, its behavior is derived from these general categories.
(a) The general entry for ASK (P3): The semantic properties of ask itself can be generalized through the follwing phrase:
pattern: X:person ask!verb Z:aet concept: X communicate that act Z can achieve a goal G of X This generalized phrase simply states the meaning of ask, namely "X communicates that act Z can achieve a goal of X", regardless of ~) whoJi~ the object of the communication act, and (b) who egeeuteS the act Z. Phrase P6 implies that (1) X communicated an act Z to Y, and (2) Z is a hypothetical act. When a new word is encountered, for which no specific phrase can be indexed in the lexicon, a hypothesis is constructed by inheriting general features from these general phrases.
PHRASE INTERACTION
How does the lexicon become operational in processing text? Consider the following three sentences, ordered according to their complexity.
(1) Frank came over. (2) Frank asked Corinne to come over.
Frank plended Corinne to come over.
(1) Sentence (1) is analyzed by simple table lookup. A phrase (PT-come over)is found in the lexicon, and its concept is instantiated.
(2)
No single lexical phrase matches sentence (2). Therefore, the analysis of (2) involves interaction of two lexical phrases (P2-ask and P7-come over). (3) No specific lexical phrase matches (3), since it includes an unknown word. Therefore the analysis of (3) requires the use of generalized phrases, as elaborated below.
Uniih~tion with a General Phrase
No specific phrase in the lexicon matches the word plcod, but a hypothesis regarding the new word can be inherited from general phrases. What general phrase should be used? In our algorithm [Zernik88], properties are inherited from the #nost specific phrase which matches file input clause. In the case of plend above, properties are inherited from two generalized phrases P5-communicate and P6-,objeet-equi, as shown in the figure below: ward (to a native speaker), they certainly convey the main concepts, and a user becomes acknowledged of the model's state of knowledge. While, a single concept was constructed for the word ask in the previous example, for plend there are multiple possiblities to consider. Steps (2) and (3) are carried out for each.
(1) Select in the hierarchy all possible categories (general phrases) which match the unknown word. The communication act (P6) is one possible category for plead.
(2) Unify the appropriate phrases. The general phrase P6-communicate leaves some parameters unsp~ified. In par~ ticular, the identity of the subject of the embedded phrase is yet unknown-who is supposed to come over to whom? This missing argument is derived by unification with phrase P5, which dictates the default object-equi: the listener is supposed to come over to the speaker.
(3) lnstantiate the constructed hypotheses:
F.13 communicated to C.17 that C.17 will come over to F.13, where coming over achieves a goal of C.17.
Several such hypotheses are instantiated.
(4) Discriminate among the mnltiple hypotheses by their semautic ingredients. For example the preceding context suggests that Corinne's goal (and not Frank's goal) is active. This feature discriminates between two acts such as promise and plead.
Conclusions

Unification with a Generalized Phrase
Specific phrases are preferred to general phrases. However, in absence of a precise specific phrase, inherit properties of general phrases.
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